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Report Writer 101: An Introduction to the Report Writer 
 

The most important thing to remember is our email address: Support@Invools.com. We 
are here to help and working directly with a Client Relationship Manager is the quickest 
way to get up to speed on how the report writer can help you save time and make better 
decisions. 

 

Custom (user-defined) reports may be created with the report writer. This powerful tool allows users to display the data 
contained in the database in virtually any report format. 

Often the easiest way to design a user report is to modify an existing report and then save it as a new user report.  To 
get to the report settings, open a report and look for the “Settings” button in the lower left corner. 

 

New reports can be created from scratch by going to File | New | Report or Graph… 

 

Temporary reports can also be created for one-time presentations, analyzing data, etc. by editing or creating a report 
without saving the changes. Customized reports are saved in the appropriate-level folder (e.g. Holding, Credit, etc.) and 
can be opened from File | Open | User Reports. In the new interface, click on the Favorite star icon on the left. 

 

Report Foundations 

From any report or graph click the settings button in the lower left corner to view/edit settings that control the Subset, 
Sort, and Columns of a report.  
 
All reports have two fundamental components: 

● Report Type: the data record you wish to report on. 
● Subset: a true/false expression that determines which records will be included in the report. (Rows) 
● Columns: The column's contents determine the output that will be displayed. 

 
Two additional important components: 
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● Groupings:  Some reports can be made more effective by grouping the data together.  This feature groups 
similar data rows together, each with their own total line.  A very common grouping is Portfolio, but the uses for 
groupings are endless: Sector, Industry, State, Issuer, and many more.   

● Sort: The “Sort By” expression determines the order in which the report rows are displayed within each group. 
 
Report Columns Design 

From within the “settings”, click on the “Columns design” button to edit the contents of each column. Rename a column, 
set decimals, Add/Delete columns, Freeze columns, change Total type, and much more. 

 

 

 

Commonly utilized optional settings are: 

● Printed title – the title that appears at the top of the report. This may be populated with a text string or an 
embedded expression that resolves to a text string (e.g. #today#).  

● Totals and subtotals only – When checked, the report displays only the group totals for each total in the 
Groupings window of the Report Settings. Only columns that were totaled or averaged will display data.  

● Groupings – Reports can have up to five groupings. The label for the grouping can be different than the grouping 
itself (e.g. group by portfolio but display the portfolio description in the label). Other options are available to 
reverse the order, suppress subtotals, and suppress labels. Rearrange groupings by right clicking in the 
Groupings box.  

● Footnotes - Explanatory footnotes can be printed at the bottom of reports.  
 

Report Codes 

If the data is in the system, there's always a way to get it into a report or export. Here are a few ways how to find them:  

● Right-click on a detail screen field (e.g. Desc, PmtDtEOMMethod). 
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● Search for report codes under help. 
● Right-click Open Report Codes from Expression Editor. 
● Auto-complete (e.g. Coupon). 
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Report Output 

There are lots of interactive options to control the view and output options of a report. 

● Double click to drill into underlying database records. 
● Export to Excel by right clicking your mouse on the report. 
● Rerun to select different criteria. 
● Click-sort any column to change the sort order. Once for Ascending, click again for Descending, click a 3rd time to 

return to default sort.  
● Drag to resize columns. 
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Reselect Portfolios 

From within a report, change the subset of selected portfolios on the fly using “Reselect Portfolios” under the Action 
menu. 

 

 

Favorites 

Similar to a web browser you can save a report for quick access later with the click of a “favorite button”. You can access 
favorites from the toolbar or the Taskbar. 
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Macros, Named Subsets, and Models 

Macros, Named subsets, Statistical models are edited from File | Custom Codes, from the Report Settings dialog, and 
from the advanced settings of a report/graph/benchmark. They can be defined for local use (specific to a report/graph) 
or for global use throughout the system. 

● Local: For use in a few reports or graphs. Investortools recommends pre-fixing with "Local". Added from the 
advanced settings of the report. 

● Global: For use in many reports/graphs, use the File | Custom Codes menu. 
 
 

Report Types 

● Screen Reports - Default report type. Can be exported to Excel by right clicking anywhere on the report. 
● Editable Screen Reports - Allows report columns to be edited when running the report. Editable columns are not 

allowed for fields that have repeating groups. 
● Excel Exports - Used primarily in automated batch files to export to Excel.  
● Flat File Exports - Produce text files, which are primarily used to feed other database applications. 
● PDF - Creates a .pdf document. 
● Word or Excel Merge - Used in combination with a Word/Excel Template.  
● XML Merge - Used in combination with an XML Template.  

Database Levels 
Understanding database levels is a more advanced report writing skill, but can allow you to write reports that pull data 
from different areas of the system or from different Investortools products. Here are the 5 different database levels.  

Credits (CreditScope® and Energy Credit Manager™) 

A credit represents a flow of funds backing one or more issues. Credit-level information deals with the 
foundation of creditworthiness that supports outstanding debt -- the elements of credit strength or weakness as 
revealed by current and historical financial and non-financial data. In most cases, CreditScope's® most detailed 
information is at the credit level. 

The financial fields available for each credit are determined by the Credit Sector (or Credit Industry). The 
financial fields available for a hospital credit are very different from an industrial credit. Thus when creating a 
new credit, it is important to select the appropriate Credit Sector (Industry). 

Credit information is available on the credit detail screen and can be accessed from most credit reports by 
highlighting the credit name and clicking Detail Screen. Analytical reports and graphs may be launched from the 
credit detail screen. 

From the Credit, users can drill down to linked holdings and issues. 

Issues (CreditScope®) 

Issues refer to specific dated official statements. CUSIPs, original par value, dated date, underwriters, managers 
and trustees are examples of information found at the issue level. An issue may be linked to a specific (parent) 
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credit. This enables analysis of financial information at the credit level while simultaneously analyzing issue 
information. 

There may be many issues linked to a given credit. 

Holdings (CUSIP + Portfolio)  (Perform®/Smart™) 

A holding record represents a unique CUSIP + Portfolio combination. The holding detail screen displays 
information about individual holdings. Examples of information at this level are portfolio, par value, coupon, 
stated maturity date, yield, price, and ratings. 

Multiple holdings (portfolio + CUSIP) may be linked to an issue, which in turn is linked to a credit. 

Because holdings are linked to issues, which are linked to credits, seeing how much exposure your firm's 
portfolios have to a particular credit or issue is easy. 

Lots (Perform®/Smart™) 

Lots represent the amount currently held (residual amount) for acquisition tickets. This is similar, conceptually, 
to tax lots. 

Lots are not stored in a separate data file as are credits, issues, holdings, and tickets, but are a logical subset of 
buy tickets (acquisition tickets that still have residual par). 

Information stored at the lot level includes trade, settle, price, yield, etc. on the par amount still held. Which buy 
tickets still have par held, and therefore which acquisition information is shown for the lot, is determined in part 
by the value of the system switch labeled "Sale lot selection method" (FIFO, LIFO, or HIFO). 

Since lots are associated with holdings, retrieving credit, issue, and holding information from lots is very easy. 

Tickets (Perform®/Smart™) 

Tickets are buys or sales, including cash equivalent maintenance and futures transactions. The ticket level 
contains information on specific trades such as the settle date, price, yield, dealer, etc. associated with the 
trade. 

Tickets are linked to holdings which in turn are linked to issues and credits. Ticket reports and graphs can thus 
show credit, issue and holding level information with ease. 
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Database Hierarchy 

The database is structured into five levels. The database levels are Credit Level, Issue Level, Holding Level, Lot Level and 
Ticket Level. The relationships between the database levels are: 

One To Many: One To One: Many To One: 

● Credits → Issues 
● Issues → Holdings 
● Holdings → Lots 
● Holdings → Tickets 

● Lots → Buy Tickets 
 

● Tickets → Holdings 
● Lots → Holdings 
● Holdings → Issues 
● Issues → Credit 

 

If compiling a ticket-level report, holding-level fields can be accessed without difficulty because every ticket has one 
associated holding. However, if creating a holding-level report, special multi-level functions must be used to access 
ticket-level fields because there might be multiple tickets associated with that holding.  
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Database Structure Overview 

The database is structured into multiple levels: the first two levels, Credits and Issues, are interfaced through 
CreditScope®, and the rest are interfaced through Perform® and Smart™. There is a "one to many" relationship between 
the levels. For example, a given credit may have multiple debt issues, which each have multiple unique holdings, etc. The 
hierarchical arrangement of these data tables allows for very rapid multi-level reporting (e.g. returning all par held for a 
given credit among all portfolios, or displaying the review status of each credit backing a list of bonds). 
 
Reporting from lower hierarchical levels to higher levels is simple because every lower-level item has only one 
immediate parent (e.g. a holding is linked to only one issue). However, special multi-level functions must be used to 
access lower-level fields from higher-levels since multiple lower-level items may be linked to a single parent (e.g. an 
issue may have multiple holdings).  
 

Database Levels - Diagram 
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Sample Report Codes 
 

When creating new Holding, Lot, Ticket, or Credit level reports, you may want to start with the sample report codes 
below. Once your report starts taking shape, double-click a row to drill in to the detail screen. From there, right-click and 
copy any other values you wish to add to your report.  

 

Holding Level Codes  
 
CUSIP   Par     
Desc   Par000 
Coupon   MktValPlusAcc 
Maturity  MktValNoAcc 
 
 
 
Lot Level Codes 
 
CUSIP   TotGain 
Desc   UnrealGainLoss 
Maturity  LotMktValPlusAcc 
BookPrice  LotMktValNoAcc  
 
 
 
Ticket Level Codes 
 
TCUSIP   TicketValPlusAcc 
TPar000  TicketValNoAcc 
TicketType  TradeDt 
TAccruedExt  SettleDt 
 

Portfolio Codes 
 
Port   PortStatus 
PortDesc  PortClientType 
PortState  PortAcctType 
PortMngtStyle  PortMgr 
 
 
 
Credit Level Codes 
 
Name   OpinionAnalyst 
CSector   OpinionDt 
CState   OpinionInternalRtg 
Population  CreditParHeld 
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Sample Expressions 

Miscellaneous Functions 

If( expr, a, b)    If expr is true, returns a.  Otherwise, returns b. 

InRange( x, x1, x2)  Returns true if x is within x1..x2 (inclusive) 

In( s, l)    True if string s is found in list l or pipe list of the form "NY|NJ|CT". 

 

Math Functions 

Max( x1, x2 ,...)   The larger number of x1, x2, ... 

Min( x1, x2, ...)   The smaller number of x1, x2, ... 

Round( x, n)   Rounds the number x to n decimal places. 

Sum( x1, x2, ...)   Sums x1 + x2 + ...  Ignores any parameters of value = NA. 

Trunc( x, n)   Truncates the number x at the n'th decimal point. 

 

Date Functions 

CalcNumYears( d1, d2)  Calculates the number of years between date d1 and date d2. 

DateFormatString( d, s)  Returns a string in any form s (ex: 'm/d/yy') from Julian date d. 

DateSortString( d)  Converts a date into a string in the form yyyymmdd. 

Time    The current time in seconds after midnight. 

Today    Today's Julian date. 

 

Credit/Holding Functions 

FindHolding( x, expr)  Returns the expression x for any holding of a credit where expr=true. 

HasHolding( expr)  Returns true for a credit if it has at least one holding with expr=true. 

MaxHolding( x)   Calculates the expression x for each holding of a credit. Returns the greatest. 

MinHolding( x)   Calculates the expression x for each holding of a credit. Returns the smallest. 

SumHoldings( x)  Calculates the expression x for each holding of a credit.  Returns its sum. 

 

 


